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We are pleased that you have chosen 

Riverview Christian for your child/ren. 

The goal for this classroom is to provide 

a fun and safe learning environment.  

 

We offer many different learning      

opportunities including learning centers 

where children can explore with many 

hands-on learning materials. These 

learning centers include: kitchen and 

dramatic play, cars, blocks, cozy       

corner (for reading and relaxing), 

math/manipulative, science, art, and           

language arts.  

 

Another goal of ours is to help your 

child/ren to prepare for kindergarten so 

the transition can be a smooth one.  

 

We utilize both the     

Creative Curriculum and 

Superbook Kids Bible 

App Curriculum by CBN 

in our weekly plans and 

themes. The Superbook Kids Bible App  

is a Christian  Curriculum that bridges  

Biblical truths between school and 

home, in developmentally fun and   

appropriate ways, without pushing  

doctrines. The Bible App for Kids may 

be downloaded and used as a        

family resource to support and extend 

each child's relationship with Christ,   

self and others.   

 

One or two sets of seasonally          

appropriate change of clothes 

Nut-free, packed lunch, that can be 

warmed up in less than 90 seconds 

A crib-sized fitted sheet, blanket and 

stuffed animal (if needed) 

Please have your child wear sturdy 

shoes or sneakers (No flip flops) 

Helmet for bike riding 

 

RCELC supplies your child with a         

PM snack and milk each day.  

 

Please make sure ALL items are labeled 

with your child’s name. 
 

 

7:00 - 8:30 Breakfast  

7:00 - 8:30 Free Playtime  

8:00 - 8:10 Bathroom Time 

8:45 - 9:00 Circle/Music Time 

9:00 - 9:50 Outdoor Play 

9:50 - 10:00 Bathroom Time 

10:00 - 11:25 
Activity/Exploration 

Time 

11:15 - 11:30 Clean-up Time  

11:30 - 12:00 Lunch  

12:00 - 12:15 Bathroom Time 

12:30 - 2:30 Nap Time  

2:30 - 2:50 Wake-up/Bathroom 

2:50 - 3:05 Snack  

3:05 - 5:00 
Free Play/Outdoor 

Play 

5:00 - 5:10 
Clean-up Time/

Bathroom 

5:10 - 5:30 
Combined Free Play 

in Pre-School 1 Room  

Schedules may be altered to better 

meet the needs of the children/

classroom on an as-needed basis. 

 

Can use the toilet independently 

and reliably 

Can wash and dry hands unassisted 

Can match at least 6 colors 

Can share and take turns without 

assistance 

Engages in dramatic and pretend 

play 

 

 

Can print some letters 

Can point to and name at least 

three shapes 

Can draw a person with three to six 

body parts 

Can build complex structures with 

blocks or other building materials 

Can lace shoes 

Can tell about an event using past 

and future tenses 


